AHCA: GOP AND ITS
UGLY POKE
One of the most immoral and unethical episodes
of American government unfolds today as the
House votes today on the American Health Care
Bill (AHCA) H.R. 1628, a bill which violates the
GOP’s promise to allow three days advance notice
before a vote, the text of which had not been
made publicly available before last night and
will only receive an hour’s debate, and the
economic impact of which has not been analyzed
and scored by the Congressional Budget Office.
Today the GOP-led House votes blindly on a
purported pig in an ugly poke.
Nothing about this GOP-spawned atrocity serves
the public’s interests — not even the estimated
2% who will obtain tax cuts from this
legislation if it clears the Senate. The
financial benefits for these über-wealthy who,
already owning more than most of the rest of the
country combined, do not need them. These cuts
will eventually be neutralized by degradation of
the overall economy after consumer spending
tanks. Short-sighted gains yielding long-term
losses.
Utterly stupid. Highly unethical.
In B-school I was taught that an ethical
business decision was one made for long-term
shareholder value, with reasonable decency and
distributive justice.
If this is the business of American government,
AHCA fails to meet those criteria.
For the über-wealthy there is no long-term
improvement in value.
For Congress, there is no reasonable decency in
cutting benefits — even when demanded by a
minority of voters — to those most vulnerable in
order to hand over money to those who do not
need it. They are literally taking money from
babies and mortally ill to hand over to rich

people who will never even feel the weight of
the addition to their bank accounts, amounting
to little more than a rounding error for
billionaires.
There is no decency in voting for legislation
which most certainly will result in American
deaths in the thousands from cancer and other
diseases. Nor is there decency in signing away
lives in some unacknowledged Malthusian attempt
to limit population growth — a great permanent
amelioration of their condition — by increased
mortality rates.
There is no decency in voting for a bill which
treats women as disposable annoyances instead of
the font of America’s future, treats sex crimes
against them as excuses to hurt them further.
There is no decency in cutting funding necessary
for students requiring health-related aids in
special education.
And there is absolutely no decency whatsoever
for Congress to place itself above shared
suffering. They are exempting themselves from
the worst effects of AHCA on those with preexisting conditions by voting for Amendment to
Public Health Services Act H.R. 2192 while
slipping in threats to working American’s
employer-based health care insurance.
There is no decency, only shame, in Congress’
scuttling off into the shadows at the end of the
day to avoid dealing with the repercussions of
these offenses against their constituents.
For the average American — and most average
Americans will be directly affected by the AHCA
— there is no justice.
Not until November 2018.

